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YOUR FOOD AND BODY BLUEPRINT
 

This work forms the foundation of changing your entire food and body story gorgeous! We

begin by going within your mind, heart, and soul to get clear on your unique food and body

blueprint.

 

Most of our food and body image programming and blueprint for our life is formed between

the ages of 1 - 7. We’re like little sponges in those years, and we ‘soak up’ anything that we

see or hear, and from those experiences, we create our own belief system. This is your food

and body blueprint’.

If you want to recode yourself for self-love and heal your relationship with food and your

body and step into a life of self-love and freedom, we have to start here with understanding

what your unique food and body image blueprint is!

Before we change that, please know this: You don’t have to have all your stuff healed’ for

you to experience food and body freedom in your life! Actually, the truth is, food freedom

comes pretty quickly. It’s our body story that can trip us up along the way. As you continue to

up-level your self-acceptance and start falling head over heels in love with yourself, other

limiting beliefs will show up or reappear in different ways. Especially because you will have

stopped dieting... dieting takes up SO much energy, time, and headspace and is actually a

form of control. That’s why I always remind you of how important it is to create a lifelong

body image and self-care practice! Especially because we live in such a fat phobic fast-

paced world.

But the good news is, you can heal your negative beliefs and programming, WHILE you

become freer, more body confident, and bursting with self-love! They all work together -

healing and manifesting more self-love, self-confidence, and freedom :)

These questions are designed to be your ‘go-to’ guide for clearing and recoding your beliefs

around food, your body, and your self-worth. Come back to these questions anytime you

don’t feel good enough or are triggered and are experiencing “bad body image” days.



THESE STEPS ALWAYS WORK...IF YOU DO THE WORK!

THERE ARE A FEW KEY AREAS WE WANT TO LOOK AT WHEN UNDERSTANDING YOUR

FOOD AND BODY BLUEPRINT SO YOU CAN RECODE YOURSELF FOR SELF-LOVE AND

FREEDOM:

1 - Your personal food and body beliefs and habits/patterns

2 - Negative food and body image teachers in your life (parents, friends, the media etc)

3 - Specific food, body, and self-worth memories and experiences - from childhood and

adult years

4 - Why you actually don’t want to be bursting with self-love, self-confidence, and have full

food and body freedom - a.k.a “all the shit that might happen once I love and accept my

body and the way I eat!” Grab out your journal and let's begin...

 

PART 1 - YOUR FOOD AND BODY IMAGE BELIEFS AND HABITS/PATTERNS

 

What beliefs and stories do I tell myself regularly about food, my body and my worth?

What food and self talk patterns and habits do I currently have that feel negative or like a

form of self sabotage?
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What emotions or words do I associate with food and the way my body looks?

What was I taught about food and the way I looked growing up?

What was I taught about people who loved themselves and were self-confident growing up?

What was I taught about people who didn’t look the way society thinks people should look

growing up? (EG - you’ve most likely been trying to fit society's ideal most your life which is

why you’re here.)
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PART 2 - NEGATIVE FOOD AND BODY IMAGE TEACHERS IN YOUR LIFE (PARENTS,

FRIENDS, PARTNER, THE MEDIA ETC)

Who were / are the key people in my life who taught me negative beliefs or habits about

food and my body?

What were / are their key food and body image beliefs? E.g what they said / say about

food and women’s bodies.

What were / are their key food and body image patterns? E.g what they did / do with food

and the way they view their body.
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Who taught THEM these beliefs and patterns, if you were to guess?

PART 3 - SPECIFIC FOOD, BODY AND SELF WORTH MEMORIES AND EXPERIENCES -

FROM CHILDHOOD AND ADULT YEARS

In this section, you’re going to ‘free flow’ and allow yourself to write as many memories and

experiences as you remember around food and your body - as well as any specific memories

where you felt less than worthy. This work can be emotional, so I invite you to find a quiet

space and allow yourself to write, feel through it all and trust that what you are feeling is

rising to the surface because it’s ready to be healed.

1 - What memories do I have from my childhood around my body, food and / or my worth?

What did I see, hear, witness and experience?

2 - What memories do I have from my adult life around my body, food and / or my worth?

What have I experienced that has felt limiting, negative or lacking?
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PART 4 - ”WHY YOU ACTUALLY DON’T WANT TO BE BURSTING WITH SELF-LOVE, SELF-

CONFIDENCE AND HAVE FULL FOOD AND BODY FREEDOM - A.K.A “ALL THE SHIT THAT

MIGHT HAPPEN ONCE I LOVE AND ACCEPT MY BODY AND THE WAY I EAT!!”

If I were to suddenly be living in a full food and body freedom and live a life beyond my

wildest dreams, what am I afraid might happen? Write down any belief or fear coming

through, even if it sounds silly!

Also, ask yourself; What are all the possible negative outcomes of healing your relationship

with food, being self-confident, loving and accepting your body, loving yourself?

Why does it not feel safe to have those things?

Why do I not feel ready to have those things?

Why does it feel uncomfortable to have those things?
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Why would it hurt others or make others uncomfortable for me to have those things?

Who am I afraid I might end up like, if I were to have those things?

Why would I just not want it, even though of course I do?!
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